1984 fiat spider

The Fiat Sport Spider is a convertible sports car marketed by Fiat for model years Designed by
and manufactured at the Italian carrozzeria Pininfarina factory, the monocoque , front-engine,
rear drive Sport Spider debuted at the November Turin Auto Show with styling by Tom Tjaarda.
Fiat later marketed the car as the Spider After being retired by FIAT, Pininfarina continued the
production of the model under his own brand as Pininfarina Spider Azzura for the North
American market and Pininfarina Spidereuropa for the European market for three more years,
from until AS models had a torque tube transmitting power to the rear wheels; this crack-prone
design was replaced by a trailing-arm rear axle with the second series BS during â€” which was
manufactured alongside the AS for the first six months of The early AS cars also have smaller
taillights, while the BS receives a mesh grille and black-rimmed gauges inside. In July the 1. The
CS series Spider arrived during Also in , a sports version of the Spider debuted, required for
type-approval of its rally version, and was marketed as CSA C-Spider-Abarth. In three years, Fiat
manufactured less than CSA models, which were intended for sale to individual clients. The car
was manufactured by Fiat with a Pininfarina body in Turin until October , when Pininfarina took
over manufacture in their San Giorgio Canavese plant. Serial numbers started over from zero,
while the eleventh digit in the Vehicle Identification Number was switched from an 8 to a 5. The
Fiat Spider ended manufacture in July , and after the Italian summer holidays production of
Pininfarina-badged cars commenced in its place. The double overhead cam DOHC version was
the first mass manufactured DOHC to utilize reinforced rubber timing belts, an innovation that
would come into nearly universal use in the decades after its introduction. Suspension is
conventional by unequal length wishbones and coil over damper at the front and by coil sprung
live rear axle at the rear which is located by a transverse link Panhard rod and two pairs of
forward extending radius rods to react to braking and acceleration forces, and to control axle
wind-up. In , the Spider featured four-wheel disc-brakes, double overhead cams, hesitation
wipers, steering-column mounted lighting-controls, radial-ply tyres and a five-speed manual
transmission. An optional three-speed automatic transmission from General Motors was
available from through for North America as well as Japan. The Spider's convertible top was
known for its simplicity of use â€” allowing a seated driver to quickly raise or lower the top. For
the model year a version with a catalytic converter and Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection was
introduced for California and optional in the other 49 states. Amongst the most notable
modifications over the standard spider there were independent rear suspension , engine
upgrades, lightweight body panels, and a rigid hard top. In place of the usual rear solid axle ,
there is independent suspension from lower wishbones, the original trailing arms, an upper
strut and an anti-roll bar. At the front a radius rod on each side was added to the standard
double wishbones. The Abarth-tuned type AC 4. The transmission is the all-synchronised
five-speed optional on the other Sport Spider models, and brakes are discs on all four corners.
Engine bonnet, boot lid and the fixed hard top are fibreglass , painted matt black, the rear
window is perspex and the doors aluminium. Front and rear bumpers were deleted and replaced
by simple rubber bumperettes. A single matte black wing mirror was fitted. Only three paint
colours were available: Corsa red, white, and light blue. In the Spider was prepared for the
World Rally Championship when Abarth became involved with its production and development.
Abarth designer Ing. Colucci was responsible for getting the Spider into Group 4 rally trim. By
the days of rallying were numbered due to the appearance of the Fiat-Abarth The name was
revived in through a joint venture with Mazda, using the new Mazda MX-5 platform. After
considering possibly marketing the result as an Alfa Romeo Spider , the car was brought to the
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garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. This Pininfarina
Azzurra, aka Fiat Spider, remains in exceptionally clean condition, and is described as a
low-mileage survivor that has been fastidiously maintained. The Azzurra seemingly split its time
between Pennsylvania and Colorado, as the seller notes it has been maintained by an Allentown
specialist but registration stickers indicate Colorado residency in its past. To me, this car is a
case-in-point of how even a chronically neglected model can be immensely appealing when
maintained. What I mean to say is that I mostly see s in horrible condition, seemingly only loved
by the first owner before going down a slippery slope of chronically broke or disinterested
caretakers. When kept in attentive hands, this Pininfarina-designed beauty is absolutely
gorgeous. Now, if you want to really set it off, grab a set of European-market bumpers and ditch
the God-awful U. I begin to wonder if the safety bumpers slapped on so many otherwise-pretty
European cars was secretly an attempt by domestic automakers to curb interest in their
competition. The interior of this one remains in similarly tidy shape, with lightly creased leather
seats. The subtle changes that Pininfarina made when they took over the final two years of
Spider production give the car a bit more class. Overall build quality was greatly improved at
this point as well, making these later cars a bit more desirable. The seller provides no real
details on mechanical health, other than saying that everything is in sound condition under the
hood. The cleanliness of the engine bay certainly speaks to long-term pride in ownership, and
original mileage of under 40, is another potential upside to a car that has a notorious reputation
for being finicky. This Spider looks like a sweetheart, and worthy of a fair price. Spiders are
pretty reliable with proper maintenance, and these later ones have reliable Bosch fuel injection,
leather interiors, power windows, and other cool stuff. Fun to drive and more usable as a daily
driver than most British sports cars. Looks like Canadian market only RH mirror. Hard to find
either way. Properly maintained they were as reliable as most other cars of the day. I bought a
Spider in off the showroom floor In Paducah Kentucky. I loved it, but I was 18 and ignorant and
drove it to death. I could get rubber in all five gears and could travel At over mph for hours at a
stretch. It went to the junk yard in Hawaii in with just under k miles on it. I suspect I win the prize
for Fiat obsession, owning more than
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a dozen of them over the years. The first thing I did with every Spider was to remove the seats,
carpet and tar underlayment and dry the moisture found there. Every single one was wet. Don't
post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead.
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